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Only a Goddess…	


Karey Pohn Interviews Christina Grof	


!

On June 21, 2008, Christina Grof received an
honorary Ph.D from Wisdom University in
Oakland, California. I had the pleasure of
interviewing Christina at her home a few weeks
before the award ceremony.	

KP: Let’s begin with a little background.	

CG: I had a longing, for as long as I could
remember, for something larger than myself. I was
fortunate enough to grow up in
Hawaii, so Nature was a constant
companion. I came from a home
[that] my father left when I was
five, and then my mother
remarried, and we moved to
Honolulu when I was about
seven or eight. It was a
household that was very dysfunctional, [with]
physical and sexual abuse. I found I had become
very interested in the story of Jesus. It was during
the time when the big Cinemascope movies were
coming out: Ben Hur, The Ten Commandments
and, in particular, The Robe, with Victor Mature. I
cried, and I wrote poetry about it. All of that was
very alive for me. I read The Bible. 	

I found my way, when I was about nine, to the
Episcopal Church, and it was not very high church
at all. There was a wonderful Maori minister there
from New Zealand. It was a place where there
[were] stained glass windows and music, which
I’ve always loved; where I could have the
experiences that I was having when things got
difficult at home—I could go inside myself, and I

by Tav Sparks	


It was the Thursday before the first of the big
weekend gigs, 1986—Austin, Texas. First time
meeting Christina and Stan—nervous as hell,
excited—no, let me be more specific: ecstatic. Part
I—pick up Stan at a bookstore where he did a
reading in a town I knew nothing about—check.
Part II—drive him to the restaurant without killing
him in a car wreck—check. Part III—I see
Christina in the restaurant—first glimpse: okay,
here’s my first Shakti hit and a dose of some very
heavy, yet very light, absence of bullshit... 	

Flash forward almost thirty years, on a plane
from Hobart, Tasmania, heading to Sydney then
home to California. I’m sitting next to a new good
friend—she’s one of the real-deal, what I call
“young gun,” facilitators. She asks me what
Christina’s like. Because Christina hadn’t been able
to travel much. And everybody sees Stan a lot. If
Stan cast a big shadow, Christina was the light. 	


Here’s how it seemed to me before I met her:
Christina was the kind of mystery that is magnetic
—she evoked longing. Everybody who met her
knew it right off—felt it deep in their souls. She,
as they say, represented—she was something

(continued on pg. 15)

(continued on pg. 3)
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From the Editor

!

Anything can happen, and change is inevitable—it’s what we learn on the Holotropic mat and take
into the world. This issue of The Inner Door is dedicated to our friends to whom the ultimate “anything”
has happened: to the ones who have left us and to the ones who have been left. To be born human entails
some suffering around the notions of death and loss. No matter how many hours we spend on the mat,
this remains at least a little true. My hope is that this issue will enable us to pause and spend some time
with the people we have lost in the last few months: Alexander Shulgin—scientist, alchemist, visionary
inventor of psychedelics; Hansruedi Giger—visionary artist, host, teacher, friend; Angeles Arrien—
teacher, visionary, guide; and finally, closer to home, Christina Grof—co-creator of Holotropic
Breathwork, creator of the Spiritual Emergency Network, author of life-saving books, friend, mentor,
and teacher to many, beloved companion to Stan Grof. 	

I am deeply grateful to all who have contributed to this issue—writing and editing at busy times in
their lives. I have tried to keep the tone of each piece intact, especially those that have been spoken first
and then written down. I am always grateful when people contribute in languages other than English,
and I hope the Russian readers in our community will enjoy the piece about Shulgin. 	

This issue also brings news of a birth to celebrate. AHBI announces its plans for The Stanislav and
Christina Grof Foundation—envisioned by the Board and also by Stan and Christina. I ask Christina to
reach out her hand from wherever she is and help us to tweak whatever we need to tweak in ourselves
so that we can bring this exciting work to fruition. We have some great treasures to offer the world—it’s
time to get moving!	

Happy reading!	

Sharanya
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(Sparks...continued from pg. 1)

potent, meaningful—even essential to all things in
some unnamable way. She was required. 	

To some, perhaps even unapproachable...but
only in the way someone with nobility and
magnetism can seem simultaneously compelling
yet a little frightening. And all this is before one
recognizes the humility, openness, and caring that
naturally shines through all else. And, then, so
approachable! This was so, even though, almost
diabolically, ever-deepening physical challenges
prevented her in the later years from being in the
groups she loved so much as she had been with
them in the past. 	

So the young gun’s query took me back at
light speed through a thousand memories, all the
way to my first encounter with her in the restaurant.
There, it had been all just too much—for an
aspiring poet—too many adjectives, too many
metaphors. So, on the flight, I kind of crashed—but
my screen went light instead of dark. Here is the
only first thing I could say to the young gun:
“Christina is a goddess.” It’s the only first thing I
will ever—ever—be able to say... 	

Okay, let’s see—I pray I don’t dumb this thing
down now: She was a lightning flash and a thunder
roll of the Feminine in myriad ways. It’s almost too
prosaic to say she was an archetype, but it will do
—yet only partially. She had that mesmerizing,
unmistakable stature, like Stan. I also mean, among
other things, she was really tall. 	

But she had this cool-banked fire, this
shimmering light, this power. I was in awe. It
wasn’t scary for very long, because of the other
lights that flashed from her in a kind of sustained
yet soft and mesmerizing pulse. You know what I
mean? There just wasn’t any bullshit. None of that
“Let’s play Shiva/Shakti, kiss my ring” kind of
thing. And I mean, really, seriously funny—like,
sure, this is a dance, but more like a rock’n roll gig
than a waltz to the music of the spheres. It’s not
like life is a play. It’s just play!	

I was absolutely blessed—we hit it right off:
It was the Rolling Stones, Mother Mary—even this
kind of esoteric artist I adored—Sulamith Wulfing
—who did angels and nature spirits. Christina
loved her. I didn’t even know anybody else who’d
even heard of her. When I first got clean, I found a
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poster of Sulamith’s, would you believe it, for five
dollars—the Great Angel—a four-winged goddess
holding a beautiful young woman. Sulamith did
hands—graceful, gorgeous hands—Christina and I
raved about the hands. When I see Christina now,
she is this beautiful woman in the arms of the great
angel—their hands intertwining... 	

But now, here’s where it becomes the mystery
that confounds. Because she had pain—the real
deal—body, mind, and soul. More than any one
person ought to have to bear. Still, I can’t imagine
how, her inner and outer beauty ever endured.
Authenticity? You bet. 	

And—oh my god—did she have grace! Her
home, and the atmospheres she inhabited all over
the world, embodied a Sufi offering: “...the
perfection of love, harmony, and beauty…” It was
from Christina that I learned beauty and grace: to
turn a dining table into the exquisiteness of a
wedding feast for divine lovers. To summon the
devas of holidays; to embrace special guests (all
were special guests)—open her arms and her door
to one and all for hearth and comfort. She turned
elections and Forty-niners football into glorious,
fiery, local Kumbha Melas...	

Oh, and did I mention that mine and Cary’s
anniversary will always, always be celebrated on
Thanksgiving Day?
That on one of those
thanksgiving days, she took us—two young, shellshocked, pregnant, planetary wanderers—forever
under her wing? That, with the silken flourish of
the goddess, she spread out for us, like the lighthearted toss of constellations across a moon-filled
night—the art and archetype of celebration—the
eternal passion, dance, and feast that honors every
one she ever loved?	

Here is how Shakti, the goddess, shows her
love—just one bright arc, teased from the meteor
storm that was her way of giving to others: It’s the
rebirth of the ITA, Santa Rosa—and my
introduction to the Big Time, the festivals that
whirled through the world led by a platoon of ninja
dervishes leaving the status quo reeling and
shattered in their wake. Christina and Stan at my
first big presentation. (Whatever I do, don’t fuck it
up!) Me, up there, frozen in the light. Telling the
group, “Hey, can we meditate for a minute, because
I have lost the plot!”	


!
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Slinking out of there, looking for my walking
papers back to Georgia. Christina and Stan loving
me up, saying no worries, and me nodding, but not
believing, knowing that the dream was over. Until
later that night, Christina and I, and Stan and
Albert Hoffman, leaving the main hall—Stan and
Albert!—heading toward a coffee shop. I turn to
disappear forever, off to bed and a guarantee of
nightmares, when Christina grabs my arm, yanks
me back, drags me over to my two greatest heroes,
and says, “Here, you need to be with these guys!”	


Stan’s and Christina’s good friend, Brother David
Steindl-Rast, says, can shatter us daily in an everwidening spiral of transformation born skyward
on the breath of love. But this is what the goddess
showed me through every minute of her
incomparably rich, graceful, tough, ecstatic, and
painful life.	

This is her gift to me—to us. I’d give
anything to be able to pour back out even a drop
of the bright love, grace, and creativity that she
embodied, as though in the radiant cut of a rare
diamond, that will never, ever, be duplicated or
shine as bright as this. 	

And this is what I attempted to share—in the
smallness of language, in the face of a wondrous
mystery—with the young gun facilitator on the
trip from Hobart to Sydney. But, you know, what I
saw in my Holotropic companion that night was
the young goddess herself. She was already a
warrior woman in the tribe led by a goddess she
never knew in person, but felt, all through her
being, like a hint of fragrance from a slowly
opening blossom. 	

By the way, did you ever have the daily task
of channeling and focusing a true force of nature?
Christina did. That force was her beloved, Stan.
Nobody—and I mean nobody—in this world or
any other—had anything like a prayer’s chance to
tackle this mythic labor. Except Christina. If she’s
reading this from a wondrous dimension
somewhere in the Mystery—in the arms of the
angel—right about now she’s rolling her eyes and
shaking her head. After all, she’s only a goddess... 	

Oh, and did I mention the devas in her
garden? Don’t get me started… ★	


And off I go, on a celestial current—one
light-year off the ground—rescued by the goddess
yet again. I spend a “one-and only” night of my
life, at the table with Albert and Stan, listening to
the rap of the Gods till three in the morning while
all about us cosmic cowboys and electric angels
jostle for a spot closer to the three of us—did I say
three? Oh yes, I did!—as I listened to them chant
the modern epic of our planetary
transubstantiation. Oh, yeah, I’m here because of
the goddess...	

And so, that’s the way it was... I will not lie,
it’s life, you know? It hurts. And we all hurt—a
lot. Yet there was love and joy beyond what I can
say. And I am filled with a gratitude that, like 	
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days helping to clean up the old stuff and prepare the
temporary home. On the second day that I was there,
Stan had to go on a trip, and Christina and I spent a
day together cleaning up the new home. We did very
simple tasks like cleaning, putting plastic on counter
tops, opening boxes, etc. 	

It was a time of deep vulnerability and
uncertainty and, in the midst of that, we managed to
have a wonderful day. After we completed our tasks,
she said, “It’s time for us women to go get us some
lunch!” It was such a gorgeous sunny day that we
decided to get sandwiches and have a picnic by the
Tiburon walkway. We had a delicious woman to
woman time, exploring the depths of being a woman,
relationships, and our life journeys. It was a lovely
sharing that we both remembered whenever we saw
each other years later. It was an imprint of how, in
the end, the memory of the depth of connection is
what remains or, at least, adds such an important
element in the midst of difficult times. It was a
beautiful testimony to who she was and the
importance she gave to authentic connection.	

I feel so much gratitude for having had her in
my life both as a mentor/teacher, and as what felt, at
times, like an older sister, whenever we had woman
to woman exchanges. She had the ability to create a
depth of closeness and intimacy even when years had
passed by. After I heard of her passing, I felt a
strange kind of silence and disorientation, some
sadness and shock, and, at the same time, I felt so
grateful to have had an afternoon with her and Stan a
few weeks before. I felt that I had said everything I
would have wanted to say even if I had known she
was parting from this world. We exchanged sweet
love, and I will always carry that in my heart.	

I say farewell, dearest Christina, for your
wisdom, warmth, and kindness, for all your
contributions to the vast multi-layered complexity of
the spiritual journey, for your role in our Holotropic/
Transpersonal community and work, and for your
fiercely honest heart and soul.	

May Great Spirit carry you with golden wings!
May Stan’s heart, your children, grandchildren, and
families be held in love. And may our Holotropic
community continue feeding from the ground that
planted its seeds and from the enormous tree that has
grown and continues to grow from that.	

Con mucho amor y agradecimiento. ★	


A Personal Sharing In Honor Of 	

Christina Grof	

by Mireya Alejo Marcet	


!

I find that the encounter with death awakens
past stories and often the desire to share them. I
wrote this a few days after Christina had passed as a
way of processing my own feelings and thoughts. A
dear friend asked if I would share it with the
community, and I feel called to do so.	

Christina Grof, a woman dear to my heart and
to so many in our worldwide community and others: I
met her about twenty-three years ago in Mexico City,
when Stan and she taught what was my first official
Holotropic Breathwork workshop in Teotihuacan as
well as a large weekend workshop in Mexico City. 	

One of my most favorite memories of that trip
was exploring with Christina Mexican crafts at the
markets while seeking gifts for her children and
connecting with the artisans. Another very fond
memory was the different conversations in my car
with her and Stan while being stuck in Mexico City
traffic! At the time, I was in my early twenties, and
this encounter opened my world to a much larger
place. I felt a recognition of souls with whom I could
speak the same language and navigate in similar
terrains. After I met both of them and attended the
workshop, I was clear without knowing why, as it
often happens, that Holotropic Breathwork, and
everything it represented, was part of my soul family
and path. Little did I know that it would become the
spinal cord of my life and what informs so much of
how I see and live in the world personally and
professionally and that it would provide me with a
sense of “home” until this day. 	

I also hold in my “heart memory” the times
Christina taught during my Breathwork training as
well as her other presentations at different events
through the years. While in the training, I remember
witnessing her passion for doing the music—walking
into the Breathwork room with her collection of
music for that day and being so attentive to what was
happening in the room. In the breadth and depth of
her teachings, I was always moved by the
combination of her deep inner life and exploration
with an acute contemplative thinking and a gift to
translate into words that touched the heart and spirit.	

The other memory that stays deeply in my heart
is after their home burnt down. I spent a couple of
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Shulgin: A Fleeting Glance From Afar	


Шульгин: беглый взгляд вдогонку

By Oleg Rogov (Trans. by Natasha Tarnovskaya)	


!
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Alexander Shulgin was an iconic person for
a broad variety of communities, from scientists to
club-men. He was born in 1925 in Berkeley,
California to an American mother and Russian
immigrant father. Having been a biochemist and a
pharmacologist, he studied psychedelic
substances and then began to synthesize new
ones. Hundreds of tryptamines and
phenethylamines have been created by Shulgin,
and he tested all of them on himself first. On June
2, 2014, he passed away. He was two weeks shy
of his 89th birthday.	

For some reason, it
comes to my mind that in
the old comedy A Grief
from the Mind by Russian
poet Alexander Griboedov
( 1 8 2 0 ’ s ) , t h e
“conservative” aristocrats
condemn the “progressive”
young hero, by saying, “He
is a chemist…he is a
botanist.” Amusingly, the
spiritual willfulness of our
days—the use of
psychoactive substances—fits well enough in this
unsophisticated set. The “botanists” speak of the
soul of psychedelic plants, the “chemists” are
proud of the purity of substances. They relate to
each other with brotherly feelings, although not
without a bit of contempt. 	

Alexander Shulgin was a chemist without
quotation marks, shaman of
psychopharmacology, original philosopher and
fearless experimenter. The list of excellences may
go on and on. But let us try to perceive what he
has left for us, how it looks from the
transpersonal perspective, and how it can change
our lives.	

Of course, if we want to change our lives. 	

Wait, who doesn’t? If you want to change
the world, change your relationship to it—we can
take a look at this new-age simplification of the
great ancient wisdom from the perspective of the
use of psychoactive substances.	

(continued on pg. 12)

Олег Рогов	


Александр Шульгин—культовая персона
для самых разных сообществ, от учёного
сословия до завсегдатаев клубов. Он родился в
1925 году в Беркли, штат Калифорния, в семье
русского
иммигранта .
Биохимик
и
фармаколог ,
Шульгин
занимался
исследованиями психоделических веществ,
затем стал синтезировать новые. Сотни
созданных им триптаминов и фенэтиламинов
Шульгин сначала тестировал на себе. В 2014
ему бы исполнилось 89. Он не дожил до этой
даты пару недель.	

Почему-то приходит на ум, как в
старинной комедии русского поэта Александра
Грибоедова «Горе от ума» (1820-е годы)
«консервативные» аристократы осуждают
«прогрессивного» молодого героя: «Он химик,
он ботаник » . Забавно , что духовное
вольнодумство наших дней—употребление
психоактивных
веществ — вполне
укладывается в этот нехитрый набор .
«Ботаники» говорят о душе употребляемых
растительных субстанций, «химики» гордятся
чистотой продукта. И те, и другие относятся
друг к другу с братскими чувствами, но
несколько свысока.	

Александр Шульгин—химик без кавычек,
шаман от психофармакологии, своеобразный
философ и бесстрашный экспериментатор…
Список восторженных определений можно
продолжать долго. Но давайте попробуем
понять, что оставил нам Шульгин, как это
выглядит в трансперсональной перспективе, и
как это может изменить нашу жизнь. 	

Если, конечно, мы хотим ее изменить.	

Стоп, а кто же не хочет?
«Хочешь
изменить мир—измени к нему отношение» -это нью-эйджевское упрощение великого
древнего принципа можно ведь рассмотреть и с
точки зрения применения психоактивных
веществ.	

Забудем слишком общее определение 	
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A TRIBUTE TO ANGELES ARRIEN
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beautifully modeled the skillful use of
acknowledgement, appreciation, validation,
empowerment, and gratitude in her work with
others. Her heart-centered life work was dedicated 	

to bridging Spirit and Matter—“walking the
mystical path with practical feet.”	

Angeles Arrien—anthropologist, educator,
mediator, consultant to many businesses and
organizations, award-winning author, and Wisdom
Keeper—was beloved by many
people throughout the world. She
will be deeply missed. Angie
wished to have no public
memorial; instead, she asked that
those who wished to honor her
memory light a candle on the 24th
of each month for the rest of the
year—the anniversary day of her
passing. 	

May the seeds that Angie planted throughout
her life continue to bear fruit. May we all move
toward the most authentic expression of who we
really are. In deepest gratitude for a GREATHEARTED teacher, mentor, and friend, Angeles
Arrien. 	


by Diane Haug	


There are few teachers who have touched me
as deeply as Angeles Arrien—a clear, grounded,
compassionate wellspring of both personal and
ancestral wisdom. A beloved friend of Stan and
Christina Grof’s, and an exceptionally important
role model for me, Angeles died unexpectedly on
April 24, 2014 during her 74th year of life.
Although there have been many touching tributes
written since her passing, I feel honored to be
acknowledging Angeles within our community.	

Stan and Christina were introduced to
Angeles during their Esalen years by their mutual
friend, Ralph Metzner. She was among a small
group of friends who witnessed Stan and
Christina’s wedding in January 1978. Already
teaching through both the Institute of
Transpersonal Psychology (ITP) and the California
Institute of Integral Studies (CIIS), Angie was
introduced to the participants in the early years of
Grof Transpersonal Training through ITA
conferences and guest
appearances at several GTT
modules.
I found Angie’s
work to be so personally
compelling that I sought out
additional training through
the Angeles Arrien
Foundation for CrossCultural Education and
Research.	

Angie’s teaching, informed
by wisdom traditions across
cultures, was richly infused with archetype, myth,
story, song, and metaphor. Her use of language was
precise—simple and yet penetrating and profound.
Through inquiry and personal reflection, Angie
offered her students “tracking devices” for
identifying areas of soul loss and practices for
strengthening a more authentic expression of one’s
own “Original Medicine.” Encouraged to listen to
the deep wisdom within, Angie reminded us that
we are always bigger than our wounds. As a leader/
teacher, she brought an uncommon presence,
integrity, and alignment of mind/heart/action. She	


!
Resources: 	

!

Fortunately, Angie’s legacy continues to be
available to us. Her books include The Four-Fold
Way: Walking the Paths of the Warrior, Teacher,
Healer and Visionary; Signs of Life: The Five
Universal Shapes and How to Use Them, (Winner
of the 1993 Benjamin Franklin Award); and The
Second Half of Life: Opening the Eight Gates of
Wisdom, (Winner of the 2007 Nautilus Award for
Best Book on Aging). Her recent book, Living in
Gratitude: A Journey That Will Change Your Life is
a Gold Medal Co-Winner of the 2012 Independent
Publisher Book Awards (IPPY Award) in the
category of Inspiration & Spirituality.	

Interviews and public presentations can be
accessed through www.AngelesArrien.com, Ted
Talks, The New School at Commonweal (podcast),
Institute for Noetic Science (IONS), Sounds True,
etc. ★	
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Set and Setting—Breathing Inside A Work 	

Of Art: The Fantastic Art, Creativity 	

and Consciousness Module.	
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Hommage à H.R. Giger	

by Tom Gabriel Fischer	

The following is the eulogy given at Hansruedi Giger’s
funeral - May 30, 2014	


By Thomas Dann (with Karey Pohn)	


!

How much Hansruedi Giger means to me is
evident by the mere fact that I am actually
entering a church for him today.	

I find it extraordinarily difficult to
sufficiently describe Hansruedi in this context,
given that I am assigned just a few minutes time.
My sentiments for him are of a deeply personal
nature, and it is thus almost impossible to express
them by means of mere words.	

Within his circle of friends, one would often
hear that Hansruedi was a magician. This might
of course have been the case, whether it is taken
literally or figuratively. He was certainly a
magician of imagery, such as the world hadn’t
seen since Hieronymus Bosch in the 15th century,
and such as none exists anymore, to my
knowledge, at the moment.	

Most people know Hansruedi due to his
work for the film Alien. After
years as an underground artist,
this film bestowed global
attention upon him. But at the
same time, this is also the crux
of the matter. Personally, I find
it difficult to endure the
perpetual affiliation with Alien.
Although it is usually
expressed with utmost
admiration, it utterly fails to
fully encompass the human being Hansruedi
actually was.	

On the contrary: it causes an infinitely
multifaceted person, and a brilliant, sensitive, and
incredibly humorous artist, to be reduced to just
one topic, and thus to be substantially underrated.	

The results are evident, for example, when
one is confronted with the inconceivable
ignorance displayed by certain decision-makers
of Zürich’s art scene.	

Until the end of my life, Hansruedi Giger
will remain a key figure for me. When visiting	


The Fantastic Art, Creativity, and
Consciousness Module, held in Gruyere,
Switzerland October 1-7, 2005, was an advanced
training module and a rare chance for facilitators
to be able to come together in community and
breathe. The experience was made more special
for me to be around many members of the
European Breathwork community. The setting of
Giger’s castle in the natural beauty of
Switzerland enhanced the experience; it was
beautiful and exciting and had the true flavor of
the great Western Mystic tradition. 	

The experience was so profound on so many
levels: being in Giger’s own galleries with
Carmen and Giger being so generous—their
hospitality and warmth was such a gift—being
able to do the Breathwork in those galleries
where the artwork was and just walking through
the galleries was, to me, a very
sacred experience—such as
one might feel at a cathedral. I
had a sense that these were the
mysteries. It felt like an
initiation. 	

In some ways,
approaching the sessions we
did there was colored by this.
There was a seriousness to
them that was deep and
profound. The whole thing was a magnificent
gift. That was the lens for the sessions—how to
take the power of those Breathwork sessions back
to life; how to integrate it and use it in my own
life and in service to others.	

Giger was a genius—you could really see it
and, at his castle, you could truly feel it. He was
able to go so deep and then express the twin
beauty and terror of these deep places—you got
invited in through his art. Stan, too, is a genius;
he invites you in through the architecture of the	

(continued on pg. 9)
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that the best thing to do is to surrender and let the
healing intelligence take me where I need to go, no
matter how deep and dark it is.	

I have often found that these difficult
experiences can open up into very healing states.
No matter how dark, deep, and challenging—with
feelings of dread, fear, being trapped, and terror—
if we are supported through these experiences and
have courage, deep healing can come. In
confronting my darkest fears, big openings have
occurred when I am able to accept the whole
process. I believe it is a path that can take you to
liberation.	

In addition to the Holotropic Breathwork
sessions, Stan Grof, Hansruedi Giger, and Albert
Hoffman shared in a lively discussion that was
perhaps, for me, the highlight of the trip. The thing
about being there with all of them, these masters,
given what was to transpire for creativity, art, and
exploration, it was amazing. Here was a wide range
of experiences that these three men represented.
For me, they were models who evoked
possibilities. And what was also present was a
sense of the tremendous struggles and ordeals a
person might go through.	

Tav was the interviewer with Stan on the far
right, Albert Hoffman in the center, and Giger on
the left. There were times when all of them also
answered questions from the audience. Here was
Giger, with his experiences of such darkness that
he was able to express in such a darkly beautiful
way; and here was Albert Hoffman at nearly a
hundred years old, who represented light,
describing butterflies and the chemistry of the
coloring of their wings, who shared with us that the
intelligence that could create that, for him, was
proof of the existence of God and of cosmic
intelligence. It felt like a true liberation. It was as
if, in the room, different parts of Stan’s cartography
were laid out before us. 	

It was unforgettable. Here was Hoffman, the
Father of LSD, representing BPM I and BPM IV,
and Giger representing BPM II and BPM III. Each
of them a master, and Stan was a kind of synthesis,
an artist and also an academic in between the other 	


psyche and the perinatal and through the
technology of the Breathwork. The two combined
were truly spectacular. I felt a sense of awe around
Giger—his artwork and the environment he had
created. He had such an interesting life. How he
integrated these deep experiences into his artwork
and into films like Alien is mind-blowing. 	

Giger’s paintings and sculptures were
experiential; they came from what Giger was going
through, and they were a way to exorcise his
demons and devils—through them he really shared
his deep experiences. I was in awe, really, as Giger
shared with us his work, his home, and his journey. 	

To me, Giger’s art says, “These are the places
you can go to in your psyche.” They are
challenging and difficult and confronting; the
courage it takes is amazing and yet, for those of us
who are willing to confront it and go that deep,
there are huge payoffs. I wouldn’t have had the life
I have now if I didn’t have this information or
know about this technique and Stan’s cartography
of the psyche. If I hadn’t confronted these things on
the mat, I would have acted them out in my life.	

The scale of Giger’s artwork was incredibly
powerful. Again, it was like walking into a
cathedral, looking at very, very large pieces of art
—some would fill up a room. And the uncanny
thing about it was that Giger, when he painted,
would start in one corner, and the work would just
emerge through him and onto the canvas. It was
like being in hell and in the mysteries that very few
people have the privilege to explore unless called
to them. They were spontaneous, these
masterpieces, and they came out with such
exquisite detail—it would be impossible to paint
like that unless one had had those experiences. 	

His work was organic; it came out of his
being. He was still struggling; it was so admirable,
the courage it took to hold this and to work with it
to create such beauty. This was perhaps his mission
in this lifetime— to be so in the Second Matrix and
yet so gifted and using that gift as a way of
exorcising his demons.	

It was the best way ever to start a Breathwork
session. I felt very respectful. The artwork around
me reminded me of some of the possibilities and 	
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AM Bethesda, MD.] My dad was in the navy, and I
only saw him intermittently for the first eight years.
I never remember being held by her or feeling
special nor hearing the sweet nothings that you
might expect to hear. This led to feeling unloved
and to my self-esteem being very low. I felt like I
was drowning in an ocean of shit. 	

Then, in 1978, I met Stan and Christina at a
weekend workshop about LSD and Sexuality,
where Franco DiLeo, a psychedelic researcher, was
the guest. This was in the early days, before there
were even sitters. If I hadn’t met them, I would
never have been able to work on myself and would
not have been able to deal with the darkness that I
felt within me. I was aware of Giger’s artwork
through Stan showing slides at various modules,
but 2005 was the first time I met him and truly felt
the full impact of his work.	

Seeing through this lens, when I approached
Giger’s art, I saw a kindred spirit. It gave me hope;
here was someone who had gone so far into his
own process and into the depths and hit the dark
night of the soul. Looking at his art feels sacred
and, at the same time, there is a very dark and
demonic side to it—full of aggression, sex, pain,
and suffering. To see Giger’s art through the lens of
Stan’s model, he was squarely in the second and
third perinatal matrices. I saw that I was not alone.
I have always loved Giger’s art, because I resonate
deeply with these dark realms.	

Because of this method and because of
Giger’s courageous example of beauty and terror, I
was able to open, trust, surrender, and let go, and
tremendous healing has, and can, come out of that.
Every time I went into the darkness, I felt deeply
that healing was happening.	

My work with these energies would not be
possible if I hadn’t been able to look at the dark
side of psyche. I would have been afraid to be with
others and would have been alone in my own
personal darkness. Stan’s training has made it
possible for me to sit for others and to be a
facilitator—holding the space without activating
my own psyche. 	

In Holotropic Breathwork, I have reached a
place where service is as important as my own
internal process, and I have wanted to find a way to 	


two. Stan with his plutonic leanings and
cartography representing BPM III and BPM IV; he
was like Jung’s transcendent function and
represented, for me, rebirth; together, they
represented it all. That experience alone was a
tremendous affirmation of the power of exploring
the whole range of the psyche and its possibilities.
I felt so privileged to be there.	

Seeing Giger’s absolute courage in
confronting one’s own shadow and beyond was
awe-inspiring. During the discussion, Giger
intimated that he would have gone insane if he
hadn’t found a way to express these tremendous
energies that he was dealing with that had had such
a tremendous effect on his life and on ours as well.
I was filled with such gratitude and appreciation for
these three courageous pioneers. I was struck by
how different my life would have been without the
contributions of these men.	

I was humbled by Hoffman’s description of
the discovery of LSD. He felt that it had discovered
him; it was something he had looked at and put
away, and come back to and worked at again,
which was highly unusual. And then he got
contaminated by it; he not even sure how it
happened, because he was so meticulous. It was the
same with Giger and Stan—without LSD and
Albert Hoffman, their lives would have been very
different. The great gifts that these three have given
each other and the world are truly remarkable and
are very personal for me. 	

Stan’s work with LSD and with charting the
cartography of the psyche, and his work with
Christina in creating Holotropic Breathwork, were
a kind of middle way between the two. The
Breathwork makes accessible, to people who have
never had opportunities or matched protocols, this
deep inner work and experiences of these really
powerful states. 	

As a bit of background to my Breathwork
experiences, I was born prematurely at eight
months, and my birth process was an emergency
cesarean brought on by placenta previa [the
placenta was blocking the birth canal] and my
mother was hemorrhaging. She was an alcoholic,
and I was unwanted. [birth info: 5/27/1950 at 7:18 	
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give back. I am feeling more in a supportive
mode now in the last few years versus before,
when I was just working on myself. I have been
training to work for hospice, and being a
Holotropic Breathwork facilitator has been a
tremendous help. Sitting for others, confronting
death and dying with others who are experiencing
the perinatal and transpersonal unconscious, but
who haven’t done this kind of work, has allowed
me to be a compassionate witness holding the
space for process—like life is one big
Breathwork. I couldn’t work with hospice if it
were not for Stan’s model of the psyche and
Giger’s understanding and his visually exquisite
renderings of the psyche.	

Both Stan and Giger gave me total
permission to go into the mysteries, where it was
dark yet totally acceptable. In this setting, we
were given permission by the inner healer to go
really deep. I felt at home, intimate, welcome. All
were welcome, and all of what we had within, no
matter how dark, was welcome as well. I felt part
of a family. Giger and Carmen were such
beautiful hosts. The set and setting felt like the
corrective family I didn’t have with plenty of
caring, healing, support, and community.	

In my work as a facilitator and in hospice
work, I, too, in my own way, pay this experience
forward—pay the work of these giants forward—
and provide a safe space for others who have the
courage to heal. I will never forget the gift I was
given at that module by Giger, Carmen, Stan, and
my fellow facilitators. ★

!

my father’s apartment as a young teenager in the
mid-1970s, I would always admire Hansruedi’s
mesmerizing painting Friedrich Kuhn II, which
was displayed on one of the walls as a
reproduction. It was also there where I first saw
Hansruedi’s early book ARh+.	

During the early 1980s, when I had formed
my first somewhat professional band,
Hellhammer, Hansruedi’s iconic Necronomicon
became our holy scripture, literally venerated by
us.	

I did not know at the time that Hansruedi
would become an incredibly generous mentor a
few months later. Not least at a time when hardly
anybody else believed in me and my music, and
when our band encountered only rejection of the
most abrasive kind. Perhaps Hansruedi
remembered his own years in the underground,
his own isolation. His openness and his
confidence in us meant infinitely much to me.	

Years later, this initial connection developed
into a friendship with him and his wife. And in
spite of our various artistic collaborations, this is
the actual gift. I was granted to know Hansruedi
as someone truly extraordinary, both with regard
to his intellect as well as his human compassion.
He was an inspiration for anyone willing to
encounter him without any bias.	

It is barely possible to describe how much
those have missed who have remained afflicted
with conceit and prejudice against him.	

And now I actually did manage to find a few
words to say about Hansruedi. But even if it had
been thousands of words more, they would never
be able to do justice to the greatness and entirety
of his personality. The world is not the same
without him.	

It was a privilege to have known you and to
have worked with you, Hansruedi. ★	
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Due to the fact that the process is completely
placed at the individual’s disposal, the ritual or 	

its omission becomes a private matter. 	

It seems to me that, for Shulgin, the very
creation of the substance was some sort of a ritual.
For a person who is far from chemistry, who
barely remembers from a school course what
“valence” means, it is apparently impossible to
imagine the process of creation—or, what is more,
a birth!—of a new substance. The very furnishing
of the laboratory (especially Shulgin’s laboratory
—see it yourself in the documentary Dirty
Pictures) must evoke another analogy. My friend,
a Breathwork facilitator, has compared Shulgin to
an alchemist. Both for medieval researchers and
for Shulgin, the inner transformation is the most
important thing. The substance is a springboard, a
key or passé-partout, sometimes even a pinch-bar
that opens sesame.	

After all, as Grof rightly considers, a
psychedelic is just an accelerator of the inner
processes. And every psychedelic is able to open
us up in a new way—unique for everyone. And let
us remember how many such substances,
“problem children,” belong to Shulgin. Moreover,
each and every one of them, the creator thoroughly
tested on himself first, way before it was offered to
his closed research group. All of that was a special
form of a ritual as well.	

We are fortunate. Shulgin took up the
challenge with honor, a challenge that Time cast
upon him. A scientific passion is rarely combined
with the depth of a spiritual search. Both of those
qualities, mutually complementing each other,
created in Shulgin an absolutely unique
personality of great caliber. We can easily imagine
a chemist who creates new compounds or a
“psychonaut” who becomes acquainted with a new
substance. In the case of Shulgin, it’s not even
two-in-one, it is one-of-a-kind, with an absolutely
unique quality. Add to this his civil-rights stand
against prohibitionist policy—his position not only
as an independent practitioner but as an
independent thinker as well.	

Let us recall, for instance, his famous rating
scale—ranking the effects of substances from zero
to four. It seems like a pretty scientific scheme, but	


Let us leave behind a way-too-broad word:
“drugs,” to which, strictly speaking, only relaxants
and stimulants can be attributed. 	

Surely we are talking about psychedelics,
which, by their nature, are not supposed to be used
mindlessly.	

We do know that the use of substances is
always a game with a tricky outcome. Wide-open
“doors of perception,” broken inner safety-deposit
boxes, sleeping demons let loose, old problems
surprisingly solved. Or, well-known to many
holonauts, the “nothing happened” state. Generally
speaking, it is a work with energy, visual
sequences, emotions, and ongoing tracking of
what is going on—the same scheme which became
classic, and which Stanislav Grof used when he
created Holotropic Breathwork having started
from LSD research.	

Plant entheogens (“generating the divine
within”—the term coined by the U. S.
ethnomycologist Robert Gordon Wasson to replace
commonly used names “psychedelics” and
“hallucinogens”)—mushrooms, ayahuasca, cactus
—have been used by humans for ages. In
traditional societies, this use was strictly regulated
and was accompanied by a due ritual. The
challenge of our times—psychopharmacology
development and psychedelics synthesis—has left
this most important element out of the equation. 	

The gesture of Maria Sabina, Mazatec
curandera from southern Mexico, of giving magic
mushrooms to Wasson, and her statement that
there is no difference between psilocybin and
mushrooms (and she was given synthesized
psilocybin by Albert Hofmann himself!)—those
events are comparable in their meaning with the
translation of sacred scriptures into the modern
languages—please forgive me for this analogy.
Since then, everyone is both his or her own priest
and the neophyte undergoing an initiation. We are
deprived of protection from those who were
trusted from time immemorial—shamans and
sages. But this might mean a certain degree of
growing up—yes, you are on your own now, you
are not guided any more. Instead of a guide who
directs the process, you have a sitter, a more static
than dynamic figure, a companion, and a helper.

!
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и проходящий посвящение неофит. Мы лишены
защиты тех, кому издревле доверяли—
шаманов и мудрецов. Но подобное отношение
означает и определенную степень взросления—
да, теперь ты идешь этой дорогой сам, тебя уже
не ведут. Вместо вожатого, направляющего ход
процесса—ситтер, фигура не динамическая, а
статическая, соратник и помощник.	

Поскольку процесс отдан в полное
распоряжение индивиду , наличие или
отсутствие ритуала становится частным делом
каждого.
Для Шульгина, как мне кажется, аналогом
ритуала было само создание вещества.
Человеку, далекому от химии, с трудом
припоминающему из школьного курса, что
значит «валентность», невозможно, конечно,
представить себе процесс создания—да что
там! рождения!—нового вещества. Но сама
обстановка лаборатории
( и особенно
лаборатории Шульгина — можно получить
представление из документального фильма
Dirty Pictures) должна навести еще на одну
мысль -- мой друг, фасилитатор дыхательных
практик, сравнил Шульгина с алхимиком. Как
и для средневековых исследователей, для
Шульгина
была
важна
внутренняя
трансформация. Вещество—лишь трамплин,
ключ или отмычка, пусть даже иногда лом,
которым отмыкается сезам.
В конце концов , психоделик , как
справедливо считает Гроф—лишь ускоритель
внутренних процессов . И
каждый способен открыть нас
по-новому, уникальным для
каждого образом. И давайте
вспомним , сколько таких
веществ, «трудных детей»,
принадлежит
Шульгину .
Причем , каждое из них
прошло тщательную проверку
на создателе, прежде чем было предложено его
закрытой исследовательской группе. И то, и
другое—тоже своего рода форма ритуала.

«наркотики», к которым, строго говоря,
можно отнести только релаксанты и
стимуляторы. Мы, конечно, имеем в виду
психоделики, которые по природе своей не
предполагают неразумного употребления. 	

Понятно, что употребление вещества—это
всегда игра с неочевидным результатом.
Распахнутые настежь пресловутые двери
восприятия, взломанные внутренние сейфы,
выпущенные на волю спящие демоны или
застарелые проблемы, которые вдруг находят
решение. Или знакомое многим холонавтам
состояние «ничего не происходит». В общем,
это работа с внутренними энергиями ,
визуальным рядом, эмоциями, отслеживанием
происходящего—та схема, которая уже стала
классической и которую Станислав Гроф
применил при создании методики холотропного
дыхания, начав с ЛСД-экспериментов.	

Растительные энтеогены («генерирующие
божественное внутри »
- - термин ,
предложенный американским этномикологом
Робертом
Гордоном
Уоссоном
вместо
общеупотребимых
« психоделики » или
« галлюциногены » ) имеют за спиной
многовековой опыт употребления—грибы ,
айяхуаска, кактус. В традиционных обществах
применение этих растений было строго
регламентировано
и
сопровождалось
соответствующим ритуалом. Вызов времени—
развитие фармакологии и
синтез психоделиков—оставил
этот важнейший элемент за
скобками. 	

Жест Марии Сабины,
курандеры племени Мазатек
из южной Мексики, отдавшей
волшебные грибы Уоссону и
ее
утверждение ,
что
псилоцибин не отличается от грибов (а она
получила псилоцибин от самого Альберта
Хофманна!)—это события огромного значения,
сравнимые с переводами священных текстов на
языки народов мира, да простится мне эта
аналогия. С тех пор каждый сам себе—и жрец,

(continued on pg.14)
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Вспомним хотя бы его знаменитую шкалу
—индикацию действия веществ, от нуля к 	


!
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look what it ended up with: “If a drug (or technique
or process) were ever to be discovered which
would consistently produce a plus-four experience
in all human beings, it is conceivable that it would
signal the ultimate evolution, and perhaps the end,
of the human experiment.” “Plus-four” stands for a
mystical or “peak experience;” as Shulgin put it, “It
is a serene and magical state, which is largely
independent of what drug is used—if any drug at
all…it tends to bring about a deep change of
perspective or life-direction in the person who is
graced with it.” (Both quotes are from PIHKAL: A
Chemical Love Story by Ann & Alexander Shulgin)	

Finally, let us venture to cross that bridge
between “chemistry” and “botany.” If any
entheogen can be reduced to the active substance
(mushrooms: psilocybin, ayahuasca: DMT, cactus:
mescaline), why wouldn’t we try to imagine
incredible plants that would match such substances
as 2C-I or 2C-B? Who knows, perhaps that pattern
that we see on the inside of our eyelids in those
psychedelic processes is an image of a feasible
plant that contains that substance—the plant that
was grown by a caring gardener, Alexander
Shulgin. ★	


четырем. Казалось бы, вполне научная
схема, но обратите внимание, чем она
заканчивается: «Если когда-нибудь будет
открыто вещество (или техника, или процесс),
способное вызывать состояние ++++
по
желанию в любой момент, вполне допустимо,
что это будет означать предельную эволюцию,
а , возможно , и конец человеческого
эксперимента». Четыре плюса, как говорит
Шульгин ,
обозначают
мистическое
или
«пиковое переживание». «Это умиротворённое
и волшебное состояние, по большей части не
зависимое от используемого химического
соединения , если вообще что - то было
использовано... Чаще всего оно вызывает
глубокие изменения взглядов или жизни
человека, которому посчастливилось пережить
такое состояние». (Обе цитаты из PIHKAL: A
Chemical Love Story by Ann & Alexander Shulgin)	

Наконец, рискнем пересечь этот мост
между «химией» и «ботаникой». Если любой
энтеоген можно свести к определенному
действующему веществу (грибы—псилоцибин,
айяхуаска—DMT , кактус—мескалин ) , то
почему бы не попробовать представить себе
невероятные растения, которые могли бы
соответствовать таким субстанциям, как 2С-I
или 2С-E. Может быть, те узоры, которые мы
видим на оборотной стороне наших век в этих
психоделических
процессах — это
образ
возможного растения, содержащего такой
психоделик ,
выращенного
заботливым
садовником—Александром Шульгиным. ★

!
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Нам очень повезло. Шульгин с честью
принял вызов, который бросило ему Время.
Редко азарт исследователя сочетается с
глубиной духовных поисков. В Шульгине два
этих качества, взаимно дополняя друг друга,
создали совершенно неповторимый пример
личности огромного масштаба. Мы легко
представим себе химика, создающего новые
соединения, или психонавта, знакомящегося с
новой субстанцией. Но в случае Шульгина это
даже не «два в одном», это одно, но совершенно
нового качества. Плюс его гражданская позиция
в отношении политики прогибиционизма—
позиция не только независимого практика, но и
независимого мыслителя.	
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fortunate that our obstetrician allowed us to do it
and allowed my husband to be in the delivery room
because that had never been done before.	

When I got into the birthing situation, it took
seven hours. It was a relatively easy birth, if any
birth is easy. But what happened was that between
the breathing and the spontaneous movement that
started happening, I suddenly was shaking
uncontrollably and breathing uncontrollably, and
there were shots of white light going up my spine
and exploding into my head, and I thought I was
nuts. This was not what they taught me in Lamaze.
As soon as the baby was born, I was given two
shots of morphine, and that calmed the whole thing
down.	

I was very much a good girl and [had been]
raised as a good girl should be. And I took this
experience to be a signal that I had done something
really bad. And the same thing happened two years
later when my daughter Sarah was born and, by
that time, the marriage was beginning to weaken.	

And just around that time, I went with a friend
from the yoga class to see a guru that was coming
into town. When I went to see Muktananda, they
mentioned that there was going to be early morning
chanting. That’s what got me, because I always
loved music. And Muktananda was there, and it
was a very small group. [This was] before he had
been discovered by Westerners. I just was
captivated by the chanting. I became more and
more enthralled. And meanwhile, I was trying to
hold down the experience that had started in
childbirth and had some psychosomatic problems,
which I think were related. 	

I then attended a weekend retreat that blew the
lid off of everything I had been trying to hold
down. I had just gone for [Muktananda’s] darshan,
and he just looked at me and hit me over the head
with some peacock feathers, and I went back to my
seat and, just suddenly, I was having visions and
that strange breathing again and spontaneous
movements.	

Again I thought I was crazy, but talking to
some of the people that were around him, they said
that it was a natural thing and [that] it was
connected with something called kundalini. 	

Fast forward, it came time for my husband
and I to separate, and I had been in a car accident

was taken care of there and nurtured and whatever
beings there were kept me safe inside. And that
became the place I was most comfortable. So I was
much less comfortable in everyday life than in my
inner safe places. And I was and am an introvert, so
it didn’t help. But a lot of my work in the last years
has been about getting my feet on the ground after
the whole period of spiritual emergency and all
that, and, as part of my spiritual life, to deal with
whatever my life brings me—in hopefully as
compassionate, strong and caring [a] way as I can. 	

When I got to college, I was old enough to
realize that the dogma of the church was not for
me. And so, I became much more interested in
literature, and mythology, and art, writing. I was
fortunate enough to go to Sarah Lawrence College,
which was a wonderful college. And my senior
year, I studied with Joseph Campbell, who taught
one class, a senior, so-called lecture class with
about thirty-five people. And it was before he used
slides, and he had four blackboards, and he would
map out the art and the geography and the history
and the mythology and politics and anything that
human beings are involved in on these four long
blackboards—I still have my notes from that class.
And then we remained friends, because his wife,
Jean Erdman, was from Hawaii, and they would
come out and see her family, and his mother was in
a nursing home out there.	

My first husband, who I married shortly after
finishing college, was a teacher, and we dated
during my vacations. It was a very safe longdistance relationship. He was really a good man
and continues to be. … We had two children, who I
am eternally grateful for. They are beautiful adults
with families of their own now. [My husband] was
principal of a large private school in Hawaii, so we
lived on campus, and I was the principal’s wife,
and I also had a job teaching art to first through
sixth graders in a nice progressive elementary
school. 	

I loved teaching, and I loved art. And I also
got involved in Yoga as exercise. It was not treated
as anything to do with spirituality. And I read the
book, Thank You Dr. Lamaze, and I became
interested in the Lamaze method of preparation for
childbirth, and we studied it and were really 	
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where I had a near death experience, and again I
didn’t know what it was, and it was just another
proof that I was crazy. So I decided I just needed to
go to the Mainland, to leave the kids for a short
while. This was shortly after we divorced, and I
was still on crutches from the car accident. I
wanted to go to see Muktananda and to see my
family and to see what I was going to do: whether
to stay in Hawaii or get a teaching job in California
and bring the kids here.	

When I got to the Ashram to see Muktananda,
he motioned me forward, and he reached out and
grabbed my head and pulled it into his lap and said,
“you’ve seen death, you’ve been in death’s bed and
now you have a new life.” And just something in
me knew I was okay. 	

And then later in the trip, I went to see Joseph
Campbell in New York; we had dinner, and I
poured out my story. I told him that I was having
these things happen to me and that it had
something to do with death and birth and rebirth
and spirituality and [I said] I think I’m nuts, and
[I’m] hanging out with this guy from India who
wears this ski cap in the middle of summer and
dark glasses. Joseph said something along the lines
of “I can’t give you advice from experience,
because I study these things, but someone I know
well does know what these experiences are from
experience, and his name is Stan Grof.” He made a
call to Stan that night. He introduced me to Stan.
And a couple of weeks later, I met Stan at Esalen,
and no big thing, but I was invited to a six-week
workshop given by Stan, Jack Kornfield, and Stan’s
then wife, Joan Halifax, on Buddhism and Western
psychology. She and Stan were on very rocky
territory at the time.	

And then, during this six-week workshop,
Stan and I fell in love and, the day after the
workshop, we moved in together. I keep telling him
we never dated. We’ve been married thirty-two
years and we never dated. 	

My biggest regret is coupled with my biggest
happiness, my relationship with Stan. My biggest
regret is I lost my children. I saw them on
vacations, but it was always such a struggle, and it
was just very difficult to work out times to see each
other. They were traveling between two very 	
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separate worlds, between Esalen and being the kids
of the principal.	

My relationship with Stan was, for me, kind
of like looking into a mirror and seeing someone
very deep and very special just to me. So he
opened his life to me, and his work, and every
other aspect of what he was about, and we started
doing workshops together, co-leading workshops,
both at Esalen and internationally. 	

I started having these kinds of experiences
just in my everyday life, but as they became more
and more intense, it became hard to function in
daily life; it was like having a foot in each realm. I
was kind of “out there” and here at the same time. I
was always struggling when we were working with
trying to keep my feet on the ground and be there
for other people. I think I was fairly successful at it,
until I wasn’t. 	

And then in the late ’70s, we did a monthlong called something like, “Spiritual Experience
or Psychosis” at Esalen, and we invited different
leaders at that time and, ironically at that time, I
couldn’t hold on any longer, and I slipped into a
five-day non-stop every day spiritual emergency,
kind of like a long LSD experience in a sense. And
as I began to integrate it, I became more and more
interested in the line between psychosis or
schizophrenia or madness and a spiritual
experience that is overwhelming that renders a
person nonfunctional for a while; and I became
interested in the lives of the saints, like St. John of
the Cross, who walked the dark night of the soul
and wrote about it. You know, it isn’t all sweetness
and light and crystals and bliss. And, slowly, I
began to become interested in the idea of spiritual
emergency.	

[KP: Then we discussed the Spiritual
Emergence Network which Christina co-founded.
Following which, the talk then turned to addiction,
and Christina’s own story, of her struggle with
alcohol, which culminated in her being confronted,
independently and unplanned, by both her
fourteen-year-old daughter and by Stan, which led
to her entering a recovery program in Carmel.]	

CG: I see addiction as a spiritual
emergency…[Recovery] was a profound, lifechanging experience. For Stan, too. The thing that
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is required when going into treatment is to hold
your nose and jump in. And I finally just did that. 	

And it seems as though living next to Stan,
being involved in our work together and in his
world a lot, I had to find my own niche; I found that
I couldn’t do brilliant lectures on the mind and the
psyche like Stan did, nor did I want to; that wasn’t
my interest. Whenever the topic of getting an
advanced degree came up, I didn’t want to do it, I
didn’t want to become a psychologist. I didn’t want
to waste the time sitting around in a classroom,
when I could be planning an ITA conference. 	

So the way that I found to participate in this
dyad was to experience things and then develop my
work out of what I experienced. And so the
childbirth experience and the spiritual experience
became the fodder for that work, and the alcohol
and addiction and spirituality became, and still is, a
real passion for me—the thing that really pulled me
into that whole field, where I ended up trying to
bridge transpersonal psychology and the addictions
field. 	

In the addictions field, they were doing such
deeply spiritual work, but they didn’t have, in so
many cases, the tools that the transpersonal world
did—where people could have a real spiritual
experience. And I looked at the transpersonal world
and saw all the addictions that were going on,
including the addiction to becoming spiritual. So I
realized they need to know about each other, and
that’s what I’ve attempted to do. 	

I wrote a paper called “Elephants in the
Global Living Room.” What are the issues that no
one’s addressing that everyone’s tiptoeing around?
I was looking at global addictions. Not only are we
as individuals addicted to one thing or another, but
our global community as a whole [is addicted.]
Obama was talking recently about our addiction to
petroleum, our addiction to war, to power, to
weapons; It’s as though our global community is an
addict spiraling toward the bottom. This could be
the end of everything, or it could be a beginning of
a new way of being. This is what happens to
thousands of alcoholics and addicts all the time they are born into a whole new life. 	

[KP: We also discussed how the Breathwork
began, about Stan’s back injury that led to the
necessity to have the participants work with each 	
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other.]	

CG: It was remarkable where these people
had gone with just this bit of breathing.	

KP: How long would that breathing last?	

CG: Maybe an hour and a half. Then we
thought, we’re onto something. Stan had used
music in the psychedelic work, and we decided to
use music. My father was a musician, and I have a
musical ear, and so I became the music-woman. I
gathered some music together, and we played
music, and it was even more powerful; they used
mandala-drawing in the psychedelic work, and we
incorporated that. We just couldn’t believe the
feedback we were getting, so we continued, and the
rest is history.	

KP: How did the breathing come up in the
first place?	

CG: Well, I was teaching yoga at Esalen, and I
was doing pranayama both in my own practice, and
in my classes at Esalen, The savasana, the
relaxation, I threw that in; so that part came from
yoga, and [Stan] had done some breathing when
people had spontaneously done it in psychedelic
sessions, and so it was kind of a mix.	

KP: Did the Lamaze factor in too? 	

CG: Yes, it was all part of a continuum. I
don’t think I ever sat down and said, now we’ll
incorporate Lamaze, we just brought all of the
influences that we had together.	

KP: So you were searching for some
experiential thing to do, and both of you knew from
your own experience, perhaps unconsciously, and
consciously from the yoga, that this is definitely
something that can change consciousness?	

CG: Whether we’re cooking or doing work
together, somehow we tend to throw some
ingredients in a pot, and out it comes. 	

KP: So then the Breathwork was born at
Esalen! What was the time frame relative to your
work and Rebirthing. Was it a parallel discovery?	

CG: People started asking, “What’s the
difference between the two?” Stan would say that
the only similarity is that they both involve
breathing; other than that, the whole theoretical
construct is very different. Leonard Orr [the
originator of Rebirthing] had come to Esalen, and
we tried the work, and my experience was that the
person who was my so-called sitter tried pushing	
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me into birth, and then when I was wanting to go
someplace else, he left, which was very unhelpful. I
think it was Leonard himself who sat for us
individually, and it just wasn’t for me. 	

[KP: We discussed the origins of the
Holotropic Breathwork training, which began in
Switzerland with two three-year programs and then
was followed by two three year programs in the
United States with cohesive groups before the
current format of discrete modules came into being.
We then discussed Christina’s departure from the
Breathwork.]	

CG: Around the time, during the second
group, I started having physical problems. I was
aching and tired all the time. I was really having
trouble keeping up. Stan was really hard to keep up
with, and it wasn’t because I was in inner turmoil
anymore. I thought maybe it was just a leftover
from the alcoholism, but I was fine, my liver was in
great shape, I was so lucky. I decided I just needed
a break. I participated less in the trainings, where I
wouldn’t do the music anymore; there were enough
trained people then. I would come in and do the
lectures that I do. 	

Gradually, I just pulled away from it, because
I was just feeling so terrible. … Within a very short
time, I realized that I was going to have to leave the
Breathwork. It was incredibly painful both for me
and for Stan, because this was our baby, and I just
loved the people who came into the training.
Slowly, after the six months were over, I pulled out,
and it was not well received. I went to an AHBI
conference and gave a talk: “A Trip Down Memory
Lane,” and I showed slides of every place that we
took the Breathwork and told stories of some of the
things that we encountered; and then I
ceremoniously handed the music over to Stan.	

Fast forward again, after [our] house burned
down, at the beginning of 2001, I took it really
hard. I was really depressed, and just sort of put
one foot in front of the other. About six months
after that, I had, in quick succession, two small
strokes, or TIAs, which affected my verbal ability. I
could see the words in my mind but couldn’t get
them out of my mouth. It was really scary; I was
diagnosed with lupus. 	

I found out about lupus: it is usually 	
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diagnosed in thirty- and forty-year-olds, and some
men have it too, but mostly women. Not very many
people know about lupus. I was told I had to totally
take care of myself, change my life. I had to lie
down every afternoon. I couldn’t keep the travel
schedule that I had. I now think that when I began
to have such trouble keeping up in the Breathwork,
I was coming down with the lupus, that I had it
then. 	

KP: So where do you see the future of
Breathwork?	

CG: I think that Tav and Cary and Diane
Haug and Kylea have done fantastic jobs from what
I know, and there will be another generation
coming along in the not-too-distant future to take
their place. And there will be a time when we won’t
be there to see how it’s going. I would just hope
that if our name is attached to it, there would be the
structure and the integrity that we’ve tried to
maintain. If it’s to continue, it needs to be in the
hands of people who are going to maintain the
quality that we’ve tried to achieve. It’s hard to see
into the future—exactly how it will be. I’m really
biased, but I think it’s a really important tool and
will become even more so, especially as the world
becomes more complicated.	

KP: Have you been actively breathing the
whole time? You were doing it before it was
invented!	

CG: I like to do it in groups. I try to go to the
Insight and Opening groups, and I always do it
there and sometimes during weekends; but it’s been
a little tricky since I’ve been sick.	

What my practice is, and has been for some
years, is not to escape somewhere out there and to
find as much as possible spirituality in everyday
life and keep my feet on the ground and to try as
much as I am able to. I used to live my life in a
kind of cotton-padded world; I didn’t want to feel
things too deeply, because I felt everything too
deeply all the time, and I robbed myself [of] the joy
and the beauty [while] snuffing out some of the
pain. Now I am working on pushing back some of
the boundaries to be able to not be bowled over
when I see the kind of catastrophe that is happening
to Burma and to China and to Tibet and not be
immobilized by all of the suffering in the world and	
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to look at it all straight in the eye and to realize that
it’s all part of life. Maybe there’s something or
nothing I can do about it, and it isn’t something to
turn away from.	

KP: Do you think that being the mother of
Breathwork and having to do that in the room with
people’s suffering has helped you to develop that
capacity? 	

CG: I’m trying to develop that now, and it’s a
good reminder. I’m glad you reminded me. 	

KP: I find in my life when I see people
suffering, I sometimes say to myself, this is like
Breathwork, let them be with their stuff. Maybe
there’s a time to jump in, and the whole “doing, not
doing” has been a really profound teacher, and the
cartography and your model of letting people be in
their stuff and being a witness and being there for
them and being a loving human presence. It really
helps me to be able to contain myself in the face of
both my own and others’ suffering.	

CG: THAT’S IT, WHY I’D LOVE TO SEE
THE BREATHWORK CONTINUE.	

KP: So tell me about the award you’re
receiving…	

CG: I’m getting an honorary doctorate,	

KP: You didn’t have to do it, after all.
[Christina laughs]	

CG: That’s right.	

KP: You wait long enough, and they’ll come
to you.	

CG: It’s from Wisdom University in Oakland.
It’s from the university that Matthew Fox, who’s a
renegade Jesuit, started. Creation Spirituality was
developed there and now it’s being run by Jim
Garrison, who was very much involved in the
Russian Esalen project and had a lot of really great
experiences in organizing [it]. This, I think, is the
second year of Wisdom University, and it’s a
transpersonal school, and I’m their first honorary
doctorate. It’s happening on June 21st.	

KP: So on the summer solstice, there’ll be
two Dr. Grofs living in this house. What a fitting
day. ★	
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The Eggshell Landing: 	

Love, Death and Forgiveness in Hawaii 	
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by Christina Grof
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Reviewed by Karey Pohn	
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aesthetic sense to paint breathtakingly visual
descriptions along the way. We are there with
her on every step of the journey. 	

The book is a coda to, and
provides a context for,
Christina’s other important
books, The Thirst for
Wholeness that describes
Christina’s experience with
addiction, and The Stormy
Search for the Self [written
with her husband, Dr.
Stanislav Grof] that details her
spiritual emergency. Like
these other works, and as in
Christina’s life in general, she
is very transparent, honest, and
candid about her experience.	

In this narration of her own
holotropic journey of
forgiveness, Christina has
given us another viscerally
compelling lived experience
that perhaps, if we are lucky,
can lead us to our own
eggshell landings of
forgiveness. She shows us the tremendous
healing that is possible when we have the
courage to begin this journey for ourselves.	

So with the delivery of this important
story, Christina makes her own eggshell
landing, having completed a work of great
compassion, strength, beauty, and power that
will no doubt help others on their journeys. ★	


I was privileged to read the galleys of
Christina Grof’s The Eggshell Landing shortly
before she died. In her book, Christina bravely
and boldly recounts her
astonishing story of forgiveness
of her stepfather, who had
abused her as a child, when she
decided to support him in his
dying process. “Eggshell
landing” is a nautical term that
refers to bringing a vessel
elegantly and skillfully ashore,
so that it comes within an
eggshell’s width of the dock.
Christina uses this term as a
metaphor for her experience of
reconciling with her stepfather.	

The book begins
shockingly and powerfully with
a frankness that is quite
refreshing, as Christina owns up
to a full spectrum of private
thoughts that show her humanity
and, in the process, allow us to
not only be with her, but to have
and be with our own feelings
without judgment.	

Like a skilled weaver, shuttling the weft
threads across the warp of her life, Christina
takes us seamlessly back and forth from present
day to her childhood and back again, creating a
rich tapestry of great beauty and emotion. An
accomplished painter, with an exquisite eye for
color, Christina uses her deep creativity and	
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In Memoriam of My Beloved Christina	


!

by Stanislav Grof	


Now, several weeks after my beloved Christina’s unexpected and untimely passing, I can see more
clearly than ever before that I enjoyed, for the almost four decades that we spent together, the rare blessing
of having a true soul-mate. She entered my life as a delightful and charming lover and soon became my best
friend, confidante, fellow seeker and, eventually, my wife with the exquisite gift for creating a beautiful and
warm homelike environment wherever we went. As expected in an intense relationship like ours, our
spiritual journey in tandem took us occasionally into stormy waters but, cruising through life, we hardly
ever encountered doldrums and
boredom. We experienced countless
extraordinary adventures in the
inner world, crisscrossed the globe
doing our work on all the
continents except Antarctica; and it
seemed that our relationship
actually grew deeper, stronger, and
richer after we had encountered
and overcome various challenges
on the way.	

Christina belonged to the rare
breed of people who walk their
talk. Spirituality was not
something that she reserved for her
lectures, workshops, and books; it
constantly penetrated her entire life
including the most mundane
everyday activities. She did not
miss an opportunity to start
conversations with little children in
parks, people walking dogs in the
street, or employees checking-out
merchandise in grocery and department stores. She usually found something beautiful about them to make a
compliment about. But her special attention belonged to homeless people. Being aware—on the basis of her
own experience—of the menaces of alcoholism and addiction, she never gave these people money but
bought them a sandwich and fruit juice or took them for a meal in a restaurant. She was also the major
inspiration for our family trips on Thanksgiving Days and Christmas holidays to Glide Memorial Church to
prepare and serve meals for the homeless.	

Another important channel for Christina’s creativity was art and appreciation of beauty. Early in her
career, she was a very gifted, resourceful, and original art teacher, who cultivated and nourished in her
pupils their natural talents. Later, she became an accomplished painter, who used art for pleasure and also as
an important tool in her healing process and self-exploration. Her extraordinary creativity and sense of
beauty manifested in many everyday situations, such as in the exquisite setting of tables for birthdays,
dinners for friends, Thanksgiving Days, Christmas, and Easter. Christmas was Christina’s favorite time of
the year. She organized pre-Christmas workshops, in which our entire family participated in creating handmade decorations using wooden balls, beads, dowels, assorted pieces of fabric and leather, thorns, crab
claws, pine cones, feathers, paints, and other materials. Over the years, our collection of handmade
decorations has reached a size that exceeds the capacity of our trees to hold. All Christmas gifts came with
intricate wrappings and cards with puzzles alluding to what was inside the boxes. Also, Christina’s specialty
for all different occasions was creating gorgeous flower arrangements.	

One of the powerful forces in Christina’s life was her unconditional love for our daughter Sarah, son
Than, daughter-in-law Deborah, and our five wonderful granddaughters. It was very interesting to witness
the ingenious ways in which she was able to lead her children and grandchildren lovingly to desirable
behavior without using disciplinarian methods. The best examples were the promise of Children’s Day that
she introduced to Esalen and of “messy meal,” during which the children were allowed to be as wild as they
wanted if they behaved at the table all the other times. Christina’s captivating stories and imaginative plays
worked wonders with the children. Our family gatherings were always full of laughter, jokes, and little
tricks. Christina’s preparation for Christmas did not start with Thanksgiving Day, but extended through the
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entire year. The intention to find the best gifts for members of the immediate and extended family always
permeated all her shopping.	

I feel deep appreciation for the role Christina played in my life as a Muse who directed my attention
to various areas in which I would not have otherwise been interested. On her 50th birthday, our son Than,
daughter Sarah, and I created for her a rite of passage that took her blindfolded to a boat on the San
Francisco Bay for a dinner with our transpersonal friends. After we took the blindfold off her eyes and
our friends revealed their faces hiding behind Victorian masks, it was time for birthday wishes. In his
brief speech, Roger Walsh said something that I believe best characterized Christina’s role in this
lifetime: “I do not know any other person who has been able to transform major problems in his or her
life into projects that serve humanity.”	

Christina and I cooperated in many endeavors—from our early psychedelic training sessions for the
staff of the Donwood Institute in Toronto, Canada, through thirty Esalen month-long workshops, a
number of International Transpersonal Association conferences, the development of the concept of
“spiritual emergency,” and finally to the method of Holotropic Breathwork, including workshops and
training worldwide. Our cooperation was so close that it was not always easy to separate one person’s
contributions from the other’s. Unfortunately, because we live in a patriarchal society, Christina often did
not receive any credit for projects that she had created single-handedly—such as founding the Spiritual
Emergency Network (SEN) or bridging the addictions field and transpersonal psychology—as well as
those to which she made substantial contributions—such as Holotropic Breathwork, Esalen month-longs,
and international transpersonal conferences. This was further complicated by the fact that, in later years,
low energy due to her chronic autoimmune disease did not allow her full participation in many of the
events. Witnessing Christina enduring for a significant part of her life immense back pain patiently and
without complaint was, for me, an invaluable lesson in compassion. 	

Because of her modesty and humility and in spite of major appreciation that she received from our
workshop participants, trainees, readers of her books, and professional colleagues (including three
honorary Ph.D. degrees), I do not think that she realized the extent to which she positively influenced and
even transformed thousands of human lives. I will certainly remain forever grateful for the blessings she
brought into my life. In spite of all the hardships and challenges that we encountered on the way, it was a
wondrous and magnificent journey that I would not trade for anything in the world. 	

Dear Christina, I know in the depth of my heart that your passing to another dimension will not
interrupt our connection and cooperation and that we will be able to communicate in the ways that we
practiced in our various excursions into the Beyond. As I wrote for you during the cremation ceremony:
“I loved you, I love you, and I will always love you.” You must know by now that a successful Eggshell
Landing on Yonder Shore does not require a pier. 	

Your Stan
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Announcing the Launch of the Stanislav and Christina Grof Foundation	

Marty Boroson, President
Karey Pohn, Launch Committee Chair
Kenneth Sloan, Executive Director	
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After a process of deep reflection and consultation, the Board of AHBI has begun formal planning to
transform our organization into the Stanislav and Christina Grof Foundation. 	

Both Christina and Stan have given their blessings to this idea and have worked with us to imagine
what this new Foundation might be. Since Christina’s death, Stan’s enthusiasm for this project has
continued. Indeed, losing Christina has given our plans a special urgency.	

The Grof Foundation will continue to provide all the services to Holotropic Breathwork that AHBI
has done to date including maintaining the community website and the online workshop listing,
sponsoring Global Holotropic Breathwork Day, and publishing The Inner Door. Current members of
AHBI will become members of the Grof Foundation unless they choose not to make that change.	

With this expanded vision, we will be able to support and advance all aspects of the Grofs’ legacy
including psychedelic research, spiritual emergency, perinatal psychology, and the understanding and
treatment of addiction. Christina also specifically expressed her hope that the Foundation would make
service to people in need a priority.	

Despite having this big vision, we are beginning with an open mind. The structure of our
organization, our initial projects, and even our precise mission statement are still to be determined—we
want this new organization to be built by all those people who care passionately about the Grofs’ work.
In that spirit, the launch of the Grof Foundation, on Sunday, October 26, 2014, will not be a formal
ceremony or a fundraiser. It will be an all-day participatory event—a day of visioning—that will be open
to everyone. This collaborative conversation will enable everyone to share passions and ideas for what the
Grof Foundation could be and thereby shape our future. Stan will be with us for the full day.	

The event will be held in the Bay Area—please save the date as we finalize details. As space will be
limited, we hope that you will start making plans now to be there. If you are not able to make the trip to
San Francisco, please know that we are looking for ways to include your participation, wherever you are,
and we welcome your ideas about this.	

IMPORTANT: If you are considering attending this Visioning Day, please take a moment now to
express your interest on this page: http://eepurl.com/Z3OwP. Places will be limited by the size of the
venue and, by filling out this form, you will get priority access to the registration process once it is open. 	

Note that on the two days prior to our launch, the California Institute of Integral Studies in San
Francisco (www.ciis.edu) will host a conference focusing on Stan’s academic contributions. This event,
soon to be announced formally, will have a separate registration process. http://goo.gl/Y7bjqG We hope
that these two events together will make for an extraordinary three days of exploration and discovery and
will create a strong platform for the future of the Grofs’ work.	

Again, the link to express your interest in attending the Visioning Day is: 	

http://eepurl.com/Z3OwP	

We look forward to seeing you there.	
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  October	
  26,	
  2014
10	
  AM	
  –	
  6	
  PM	
  (TBC)	
  
In	
  this	
  day-‐long	
  community	
  gathering,	
  
you	
  will	
  have	
  the	
  unique	
  opportunity	
  to	
  join	
  with	
  Stan	
  to
play	
  with	
  the	
  possibiliLes,	
  arLculate	
  the	
  vision,	
  and	
  plan	
  the	
  acLviLes	
  of	
  
the	
  new	
  Stanislav	
  and	
  ChrisLna	
  Grof	
  foundaLon.	
  	
  
Together,	
  we	
  will	
  consider:	
  
How	
  could	
  the	
  extraordinary	
  work	
  of	
  Stan	
  and	
  Chris7na	
  best	
  help	
  the	
  world?
How	
  could	
  we	
  truly	
  come	
  together	
  to	
  ﬁnally	
  make	
  this	
  happen?	
  
Yes,	
  we	
  know	
  that	
  you	
  are	
  busy,	
  
and	
  this	
  might	
  be	
  a	
  long	
  distance	
  for	
  you	
  to	
  travel,	
  but	
  if	
  
you	
  would	
  love	
  to	
  be	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  birth	
  of	
  this	
  FoundaLon,	
  
at	
  this	
  Lme	
  when	
  so	
  much	
  is	
  at	
  stake	
  for	
  the	
  world,	
  and	
  so	
  much	
  is	
  possible,	
  
we	
  hope	
  you	
  will	
  make	
  a	
  special	
  eﬀort	
  to	
  be	
  there.*	
  

!
Booking	
  Informa-on	
  
We	
  expect	
  this	
  event	
  to	
  ﬁll	
  up.	
  	
  So,	
  if	
  you	
  are	
  excited	
  about	
  this	
  opportunity	
  
and	
  want	
  to	
  make	
  sure	
  that	
  you	
  receive	
  priority	
  access	
  for	
  registraLon,	
  
please	
  take	
  a	
  moment	
  to	
  tell	
  us	
  that	
  you’re	
  interested	
  by	
  following	
  this	
  link:
h/p://eepurl.com/Z3OwP	
  
Note	
  that	
  the	
  California	
  Ins7tute	
  of	
  Integral	
  Studies	
  will	
  hold	
  an	
  academic	
  celebra7on	
  of	
  Stan’s	
  work	
  on	
  
Oct	
  24	
  and	
  25,	
  just	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  Grof	
  Founda7on	
  launch.	
  This	
  is	
  also	
  open	
  to	
  the	
  public,	
  but	
  requires	
  
separate	
  registra7on,	
  via	
  
	
  h"p://goo.gl/Y7bjqG	
  
*For	
  those	
  unable	
  to	
  aYend	
  the	
  Grof	
  FoundaLon	
  launch	
  in	
  person,	
  yes,	
  we	
  are	
  exploring	
  other	
  
parLcipaLon	
  opLons,	
  and	
  truly	
  welcome	
  your	
  suggesLons.	
  We	
  want	
  to	
  include	
  you.	
  	
  

www.groﬀoundaLon.org	
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Contributors to This Issue	

Mireya Alejo Marcet is a licensed
psychotherapist and expressive arts
therapist in California. She has been a
certified Holotropic Breathwork
practitioner since 1993. Mireya has a
strong interest in the integration of
spiritual emergency processes,
intergenerational and collective/historical trauma,
diversity and gender issues, the immigrant
experience, multicultural understanding, and the
power of ritual, ceremony and creativity in
community. She is the co-creator of RIE-Release,
Immerse & Emerge—A creative meditation
practice. http://almaquecanta.com/

Thomas Dann was certified
to
facilitate Holotropic Breathwork in
1995 and has participated in numerous
workshops and teaching modules
conducted by Dr. Grof. He is employed
as a carpenter and volunteers with
Hospice. His passions besides the Grof
work are hiking, nature, reading, and meditation.

many projects.

Tom Gabriel Fischer is a Swiss metal
musician known for his death metal
style of singing. He has been a member
of bands Hellhammer, Celtic Frost and
Triptykon. He has long been a close
friend of Carmen and Hansruedi Giger
and has worked closely with Giger on

Karey Pohn, is a depth psychologist
who specializes in the archetypal
nature of cultural creations. She is
an adjunct faculty member at the
Pacifica Graduate Institute and
Antioch University in LA and has
served on the board of AHBI for the past 7 years. She
has been a personal & executive coach as well as a
consultant for the past 20 years. She is a Results
Professional Certified Coach who helps people to play
more, think better, and realize their dreams.

Stanislav Grof, MD, is a psychiatrist
with more than 50 years of experience
researching non-ordinary states of
consciousness. He is one of the founders
and chief theoreticians of transpersonal
psychology and founder of the
International Transpersonal
Association. He is the author of many
books, including Holotropic
Breathwork: A New Approach to Self-Exploration and
Therapy (with Christina Grof), When the Impossible
Happens, Psychology of the Future, The Cosmic Game,
and The Ultimate Journey. Contact:
www.stanislavgrof.com

Oleg Rogov is a philologist, writer, and
holotropic traveler. He lives in Saratov,
Russia.

Tav Sparks is a writer, international
workshop leader, and director of
Grof Transpersonal Training. For
more than 25 years he has worked
therapeutically with people in nonordinary states of consciousness. He
is the author of Movie Yoga: How
Every Film Can Change Your Life. His writing
includes screenplays and poetry. A pioneer in the
field of the wellness perspective in addiction, Tav
wrote the groundbreaking book, The Wide Open
Door: The Twelve Steps, Spiritual Tradition, and the
New Psychology.	


Diane Haug is a licensed therapist
who has been involved with
transpersonal psychology and
Holotropic Breathwork since 1986.
She is a senior staff member of
GTT. Diane uses Holotropic
Breathwork in many contexts
including a Bioneer’s sponsored
invitational gathering of
“Unreasonable Women for the Earth,” “Gender
Reconciliation and Social Change” training,
“Breathwork and Psychodrama,” and an indigenous
healthcare program in the Phillipines. Diane is
currently involved in collaborations with many other
transpersonal teachers. She is presently on the advisory
boards of both the Satyana Institute in Boulder, CO,
and WASIWASKA in Florianopolis, Brazil. Diane
will be on the teaching staff of the new CIIS Center
for the Study of Psychedelic Medicine.

Natasha Tarnovskaya, is a certified
Holotropic Breathwork facilitator.
She facilitates at GTT modules and
workshops in the U. S. and Russia.
She lives in Massapequa, NY, and is
a certified yoga teacher.
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